
Helping fitness industry to recovery

Summer, 2020



Powering smarter service design, profitability and customer experience in real estate.



We want people to return to their routines,
and will make it easier for them to start 

using the gyms after the crisis.

The most extreme times



First survey (130+ answers in April)

A. Mikkonen, J. Vepsäläinen, E. Turkki & M. Välisalmi from Aalto University:  Estimating gym traffic : Further evaluation and analysis.  April 2020
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92% 

“The fact that there is a pandemic going on its really hard to feel at ease.”
- Open feedback

Found that availability information from their own gym 
would be beneficial and useful

86% Felt that gym availability would make them feel safer 
returning to the gym

60% 

“Sometimes the gym is way too crowded and I am forced to modify my workout routine 
to use less favourable equipment.”
- Open feedback

This is a great idea. I am currently actively planning my schedule to hit the Gym at 
nonpeak hours, but this is based on my own gut feel
- Open feedback

Had actually skipped a workout all together due to high 
traffic at gym

79% Felt that they have to often wait to get to the equipment 
they wish to use

95% Found availability information to be useful from their own workout perspective, 
from which 86% would like to have best training time recommendations

150+ survey answers (May 2020)

Second survey (150+ answers in May)



GymPlus customer project in Helsinki.

Business impact

People behaviour, and visiting times, do change. 
You want to spread the 
most popular visiting 
times as wide as 
possible. 

This will increase the 
maximum amount of  
members you can have.

More customers,
more money.



GymPlus
➔ Allows members to select the best time for their workout
➔ Attract new customers by giving them a more secure feeling to join
➔ Enables the gym operator to start managing equipment portfolio by data

Availability

monthly €60, hardware 1250€

Low-cost solution



Real time availability

click!

click!



Mobile application

(not agreed yet)



1. Share your gym’s 
a. floor plan (including locations of existing cameras)
b. equipment list (online form)

we provide additional cameras if needed

2. Receive hardware shipment
a. JOVIKO connection device (no extra cost)
b. Additional cameras (paid separately)

3. Start sharing the availability 
a. Add GymPlus plugin on your website 
b. Let your members know!

Installation is quick and convenient.

Plug & Play



indoorinformatics.com

#indoorinformatics #classplus #gymplus #parkplus

@indoorian

@indoor-informatics

Aki Illikainen
CEO, Co-Founder
📧: Send me an email 
☎: +358 50 599 5650
🤝: Book a time with me

Teemu Toivonen
CIO, Co-Founder
📧: Send me an email 
☎: +358 50 301 7872

Martti Sutinen
Data/Design, 
Co-Founder
📧: Send me an email 
☎: +358 40 063 4208

Marcos Vinicius
Sales Manager, GymPlus
📧: Send me an email 
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🤝: Book a time with me

James Gallacher
Sales Manager, 
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📧: Send me an email 
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Miika Salminen
Lead Front-End Developer, 
Partner
📧: Send me an email 
☎: +358 45 787 69 200

Muhammad Usama
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